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ABSTRACT
Leadership was examined by exploring self-monitoring,

self-promotion,

agentic traits,

and gender role

expectation behaviors among female employees.

Participants

were all working women with a variety of occupations.
Recruitment

of participants was taken primarily on the

campuses of California State University,

and the University of California,
were students,

Riverside.

Participants

as well as the family members,

coworkers of students.

participants.

San Bernardino

There was a total of

friends,

and

91

All participants were asked to complete a

leadership survey packet that consisted of a demographics
survey,

Self-Monitoring Scale,

Association Scale

(self-promotion scale),

Attributes Questionnaire,

scale.

and Personal

as well as a Leader Behaviors

It was hypothesized that

high self-monitors

Impression Management by

female employees who are

and self-promoters will display

leadership behaviors in the workplace.

It was

further

hypothesized that there will be an interaction effect

between self-monitoring and self-promotion.

Lastly,

it was

hypothesized that women with agentic characteristics that
are inconsistent with their gender role expectation will
display leadership behaviors in the workplace.

Correlational and hierarchical multiple regression

procedures were utilized to test the hypotheses. Results
indicated that self-promotion is the only independent

variable that is related to leader behaviors. Future
implications and research are also discussed.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

One path researchers have shown to foster leadership

is how well an individual demonstrates self-presentational
techniques (Leary, 1989). Three underlying behavioral

traits of self-presentation, which may be related to
leadership, are self-monitoring, self-promotion, and

agentic traits. These behavioral traits are important to
leadership because managers desire to select employees
that have the "image" and the "presentation" that high

self-monitors and high self-promoters emulate (Douglas,

1983; Rudman, 1998). Employees who utilized
self-presentational techniques in the workplace may be
more likely to advance into leadership positions, such as
managers and chief corporate executives. Moreover, there

are many positive individual outcomes associated with high

self-monitoring and high self-promotion behaviors. For
example, researchers have found that employees who have

demonstrated high self-monitoring and high self-promotion
behaviors achieve greater job performance ratings by their

superiors and receive more job promotions which enable
these employees to become leaders (Hogan, Curphy, & Hogan,
1994).
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Researchers have also found that women are less
likely to become leaders in the workplace. According to
Catalyst, a nonprofit research foundation, only 12 women

hold the position of chief executive in the 500 largest
companies in the United States (Farrell, 2007). Clearly,

women are underrepresented in leadership positions in the

workplace. One of the contributing factors that cause
women to be underrepresented in leadership positions may
be the behavioral traits they demonstrate in the

workplace. Women tend to be low self-monitors and low
self-promoters, whereas men tend to be high self-monitors

and high self-promoters (Ellis, 1988) . A second

contributing factor that may cause women to be

underrepresented in leadership positions is the influence

of gender role expectations. Women tend to not demonstrate
the same agentic traits that men typically demonstrate,

such as aggressiveness and dominance (Eagly & Karau,

2002), which has been associated with the behaviors of a
leader (Forsyth, Schlenker, Leary, & McCown, 1985) . Women
are expected instead, to engage in communal traits (that
typically men do not demonstrate) such as friendliness and

concern for others (Eagly & Karau, 2002), which are not

associated with the behaviors of a leader (Eagly, 2007).
Guadagno and Cialdini (2007) explain that gender role
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expectations may often account for gender differences in
self-monitoring and self-promotion behaviors among female
and male employees. Douglas (1983) and Rudman (1998)

further explain that self-monitoring and self-promotion
are important behavioral traits for leadership

demonstrated through social interaction. If women engaged
in greater levels of self-monitoring and self-promotion,
and in agentic traits, then perhaps they would be just as

likely as men to advance into leadership positions in the

workplace.
Self-monitoring is the ability an individual has to

appropriately adjust to situational or social cues

(Snyder, 1974). Self-monitoring aids individuals who
desire to become leaders in many ways. High self-monitors,

more often than low self-monitors, utilize situational or
social cues to become leaders. Typically men are more

likely to be high self-monitors than women whereas women
are more likely than men to be low self-monitors (Ellis,

1988). The purpose of high self-monitoring is to achieve a
good impression and likeability among managers, coworkers,
and customers in order to achieve greater job success.

Consequently, high self-monitors typically have more job

success in occupations that require frequent social
interactions such as a salesperson (Fine & Schumann,
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1992). In addition, high self-monitors are able to change
their social climate and control social interactions to

result in favorable outcomes for them so they are more
likely to demonstrate leader behaviors in many ways. For
example, at board meetings high self-monitors will adjust

either their behaviors according to other people's
behavior to gain control in social interactions by

displaying enthusiasm or caution at critical times. This
will allow the high self-monitor to stand out among his or
her coworkers and to demonstrate assertiveness, an agentic

trait that managers tend to look for in a leader.
Consequently, employees who are high self-monitors will
receive more opportunities to become leaders (Zaccaro,

Foti, & Kenny, 1991).
Another proposition of the present study is that

women who engage in more self-promotion to showcase their
achievements in the workplace will increase their
likelihood of becoming leaders. Self-promotion is the

process of convincing others that one's accomplishments
are more positive than others originally believed (Lee,

Quigley, Nesler, Corbett, & Tedeschi, 1999). The purpose
of self-promotion in the workplace is for employees to

showcase their abilities and accomplishments to gain

better job positions (Johnson, 2003; Schlenker, 1980).
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Moreover, self-promotion helps aid individuals who desire

to become leaders. For example, in job interviews
self-promoters were found to be rated more positively than

those interviewees who did not engage in self-promotion
(Fuller, 2005). This means that if employees desire to

acquire a leadership position, the likelihood of receiving
one increases if they engage in self-promotion behaviors

more often.
Researchers have also found that men and women engage
in self-monitoring and self-promotion differently because

they follow their own gender role expectations (Guadagno &
Cialdini, 2007; Ritter & Yoder, 2004). Gender role
expectations are the conventional beliefs that men and
women should conform to certain roles within a society.

For example, a woman is expected to be a caregiver to her
children while her husband is expected to be the

breadwinner for the family. These gender role expectations
are demonstrated through behavioral traits that are
typically different for men and women (Eagly & Karau,

1991) . Behavioral traits based on gender role expectations
are referred to as agentic and communal traits (Eagly &

Karau, 1991). Agentic traits can be defined as individual
characteristics that include a male behaving more

independent, assertive, and dominant due to his gender
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role expectations (Eagly & Karau, 1991). These traits
inspire men, more often than women, to engage in high
self-monitoring and self-promotion in the workplace. Women

often have communal traits. Communal traits can be defined
as individual characteristics that include behaving more
friendly, displaying concern for others, and harmonizing
due to gender role expectations (Eagly & Karau, 1991).

These traits deter women from engaging in high
self-monitoring and high self-promotion behaviors to

showcase their accomplishments at work. Hence, gender
roles expectations lead women to remain modest and

solidify their relationships with their coworkers (Rudman,

1998). To begin, an overview of the key concepts is
presented.

Self-Monitoring
Researchers have found that an individual's

self-monitoring behavior plays an important role in the
work context (Snyder, 1974). In fact, there has been a
renaissance in 1-0 psychology concerning the relevance of

personality characteristics for predicting work-related
attitudes, behaviors, and performance outcomes including

those related to self-monitoring (Day & Schleicher, 2006).

Moreover, being aware of self-monitoring techniques is1
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especially helpful in explaining how employees use such
behaviors to receive positive individual outcomes such as
job promotions (Zaccaro et al., 1991). Consequently,
self-monitoring is one factor that researchers can use to

understand the leadership process (Cronshaw & Ellis, 1991;
Ellis, Adamson, Deszca, & Cawsey, 1998; Singh, Kumra, &

Vinnicombe, 2004).
High self-monitors create positive individual

outcomes by controlling social interactions. Researchers
have found that in many different types of social

interactions, high self-monitors are perceived more
favorably than low self-monitors (Douglas, 1983). High
self-monitors are found to be more competent by job

interviewers (Levine & Feldman, 2002), and are evaluated

more positively in job interviews (Fuller, 2005) than low
self-monitors. In part, these findings are due to the fact

that high self-monitors demonstrate their sense of
< self-awareness by adjusting their mood, body language, and

word choices to create a "good" impression on others
(Snyder & Copeland, 1989) . Low self-monitors tend not to

do this, relying instead on their personal characteristics

and relying on their words and actions to create a good
impression (Kilduff & Day, 1994). Consequently, high

self-monitors have been found to achieve better job
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performance, and are more likely to be offered job
promotions than low self-monitors (Hogan et al., 1994).
For example, this has been demonstrated among sales

associates who utilize customer cues to guide their
behavior to make more sales (Fine & Schumann, 1992).

Ultimately, high self-monitors can achieve greater
on-the-job success than low self-monitors, especially in

occupations or job types that require frequent social
interactions (Ickes, Holloway, Stinson, & Hoodenpyle,

2006).

Self-Promotion
Self-promotion is the process of convincing others
that one's accomplishments are more positive than others

originally believed (Lee et al., 1999). The importance of
self-promotion in the workplace is for employees to boast
about their abilities and accomplishments to gain better
job positions (Johnson, 2003; Schlenker, 1980).

Furthermore, self-promotion aids individuals who desire to
become leaders. For example, in job interviews

self-promoters were rated more positively than those

interviewees who did not engage in self-promotion (Fuller,
2005).
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Researchers have found evidence that self-promotion
benefits an individual during job interviews by leading to

more positive interview ratings (Dawson, 2006; Fuller,
2005). If female employees utilize self-promotion as male

employees often do, then they may be perceived as more
competent. Perhaps, if more female employees participated

in self-promotion this could help women advance into more
leadership positions. According to the China Market

Research Group, which conducts interviews with numerous
female job candidates who are American, European and

Chinese women, found that the women felt that "if they

worked hard and showed they were valuable to the company,
they would get promoted. They also said they feared they
could be fired if they appeared too pushy, especially in a

downturn" (Rein, 2009, p. 1) . Furthermore, it has been

proposed that one of the best practices for advancing
women in business is to utilize self-promotion more often

in the workplace, in order to attain higher-level job
positions (Schindler, 2007). Consequently, the present

study examined self-promotion in relationship with

self-monitoring and gender role expectation, in order to
investigate the presence of leader behaviors among female

employees in the workplace.

9

Gender Role Expectations

Gender role expectations are present in both the

behavioral traits of men and women when they engage in
self-monitoring and self-promotion (Guadagno & Cialdini,

2007). Specifically, research has shown that women are
less likely to utilize these behaviors to aid them in
attaining leadership positions (Ritter & Yoder, 2004;

Rudman, 1998). Hence, gender role expectations may account
for gender differences in self-monitoring and

self-promotion behaviors among female and male employees.
Researchers theorized that men and women follow certain

gender role expectations because they desire to behave
consistently or congruently with what they have been

taught since early childhood (Eagly & Karau, 2002).
Researchers refer to this theory as role congruity (Eagly

& Karau, 2002). Based on role congruity theory, employees
are likely to behave consistently or congruently with
gender role expectations for men and women (i.e., agentic
and communal traits)

(Eagly & Karau, 2002). Gender role

expectations influence individuals to remain consistent

with their gender roles. These expectations lead to gender
differences in self-monitoring and self-promotion.

Societal conventions expect that women will be low
self-monitors and low self-promoters and that men will be
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high self-monitors and high self-promoters (Garland &
Beard, 1979; Guadagno & Cialdini, 2007; Ritter & Yoder,

2004).

In addition, gender role expectations have a
carry-over effect in the workplace when gender role

expectations influence female employees to be more like
followers than like leaders. This is because women are

expected to engage in communal traits such as friendliness
and concern for others which are consistent with their

gender role expectation. However, these traits have not

always been associated with behaviors of a leader (Eagly,
2007). Moreover, women are also influenced by gender role
expectations to not utilize agentic traits, unlike men
(Eagly & Karau, 2002). Conversely, men who are also

influenced to consistently behave according to gender role
expectations engage in agentic traits such as

aggressiveness and independence, which have been

associated with the behaviors of a leader (Eagly & Karau,
2002) . These gender differences may help to both explain

why more men than women become leaders, and to provide
some explanation for the existence of the glass ceiling.
Furthermore, males are more likely to display agentic

traits than females (Garland & Beard, 1979), and high
self-monitors with agentic traits tend to emerge as
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leaders more than low self-monitors with communal traits.
However, women can also be high self-monitors (Flynn &

Ames, 2006). Perhaps, one reason researchers find that

women are not as likely as men to be high self-monitors is

because of the interaction of gender role expectations and
the work environment. In performance contexts, such as the
workplace, gender role expectations are strong and lead to

gender differences in self-monitoring (Ellis, 1988). In

fact, researchers have consistently found that the
workplace context and the gender of an employee affect his
or her self-monitoring behaviors (Eagly & Karau, 2002).

Gender role expectations resulting in gender
differences have also been found in self-promotion. Female

employees are less likely to engage in self-promotion than
men (Miller, Cooke, Tsang, & Morgan, 1992). This is, in

part, because women's gender role expectation is to follow
communal traits such as friendliness, and concern for

others. These communal traits, based on gender role

expectations, influence female employees who use
self-promotions not to self-promote their accomplishments
but rather to solidify working relationships.

Consequently, this stands in opposition to helping them

advance into leadership positions (Eagly, 1987; Nelson,
1978). Conversely, male employees who conform to their
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gender role expectation demonstrate agentic traits such as
independence

and dominance,

self-promotion

and will engage more often in

(Eagly & Karau,

according to researchers,

2002).

Furthermore,

other agentic traits

such as

independence and competence are perceived by others to
enhance their leadership abilities

Given the importance of these

factors,

investigated how self-monitoring,

gender role expectations

(Forsyth et al.,

study

the present

self-promotion,

1985).

and

relate to leadership behavior in

women.

Consequently,

one way female employees may mitigate

the impact of gender expectations on the

likelihood of

advancement into positions of leadership is to engage in
high self-monitoring and high self-promotion behaviors.

High self-monitoring behaviors allow female employees to
cultivate self-awareness concerning how their observable

behaviors are influencing other employee's perceptions of
them either as followers

can also be helpful

or as

leaders.

These behaviors

for female employees in adjusting

their own behaviors to be in better alignment with
behaviors that employees expect

result,

from their leaders.

As a

female employees who engage in high

self-monitoring might also receive more
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job promotions,

and engage more frequently and directly in leader

behaviors.
Researchers, however, have found that men and women
engage in self-promotion according to their gender role

expectations, which are demonstrated through their

behavioral traits (Guadagno & Cialdini, 2007; Ritter &
Yoder, 2004). Men and women generally possess different
behavioral traits (i.e. agentic versus communal) based on

gender role expectations (Eagly & Karau, 1991) . Agentic

traits, due to the societal gender role expectations of
males, can be defined as individual characteristics that

include an individual behaving more independently,

assertively, and dominantly (Eagly & Karau, 1991). These
traits inspire men more often than women to engage in

self-promotion in the workplace. Due to gender role
expectations women have communal traits. Communal traits
can be defined as individual characteristics that include

behaving more friendly, considerately (i.e. concern for

others, and harmoniously; Eagly & Karau, 1991). These

traits inspire women to refrain from self-promotion that

showcases their accomplishments at work. Instead, the
majority of women work to solidify their relationships

with their coworkers (Eagly, 1987; Nelson, 1978; Rudman,
1998) .
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Furthermore,

women tend to utilize methods other than

self-promotion to acquire job advancement,

such as relying

on their job performance and organizational commitment in

the workplace

(Singh et al.,

2004).

This means that

employees allow their job performance
speak for itself.

female

and commitment to

One negative consequence of this

approach is that managers may not notice a female

employee's hard work if she does not engage in
self-promotion.

Some female employees believe that their

demonstration of hard work and commitment will be

sufficient for job promotions.

Unfortunately,

because

women are less likely to use self-promotion they may be

consistently at a disadvantage relative to men
1998).

There

(Rudman,

is clearly a gender difference between how

male and female employees behave in the workplace when
attempting to acquire job advancement,

and these

differences may impact women's advancement into

leadership

positions.

Leadership
Leadership is operationally defined as the process an

individual goes through to demonstrate observable
behaviors that will help him or her become a leader

Cader,

& Noble,

2003).

(Eby,

Researchers have conducted a very
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large number of studies

behaviors.

seeking to identify leadership

Early longitudinal

studies on managers

found

that intelligence and dominance are consistent predictors

of leadership

(Bentz,

it was

recently,

self-efficacy,

Howard & Bray,

found that dominance,

More

1988).

general

and self-monitoring are associated with
and leadership effectiveness

both leadership,

Hauenstein,

1990;

2007).

&

The present study focuses on how

self-promotion,

self-monitoring,

(Foti

and gender role

expectations relate to leadership.
Early researchers who studied the behaviors of

leaders primarily examined the individual characteristics

or innate traits
1979).

& Beard,

of those in leadership positions

(Garland

Many researchers believed that leaders

were endowed with certain innate traits;
the trait approach

(Salter,

2003).

this

However,

is

known as

other

researchers believe that traits alone could not be

perceived as reliable predictors
(Stogdill,

1948).

for leadership behavior

These researchers also believed that the

trait approach failed to completely identify a "leader
personality"

approach,

(Borgatta,

Couch,

& Bales,

1954).

known as the behavioral approach,

Another

has been

utilized by many researchers to study leadership
et al.,

2003).

Inasmuch,

(e.g.

Eby

individuals who desire to become
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leaders are able to learn the behavioral traits associated
with leaders

(Greenleaf,

2002).

This means that employees

do not have to be born leaders or have innate traits.
Researchers who have utilized the behavioral approach have

found that high self-monitors are more likely to become
leaders than low self-monitors

(Kilduff &

Day,

1994).

One particular issue associated with leadership is
how female employees can increase their chances to become
leaders.

According to a 2005

survey by Catalyst,

nonprofit research foundation,
top-level executive positions

Catalyst,

women hold only 28% of
(Farrell,

2007).

here:

Moreover,

found that only 12 women hold the position of

chief executive in the United States among the

companies

a

(Farrell,

2007).

women appear less

Clearly,

largest

there is a disparity

likely than men to attain

positions of leadership in the workplace.
women utilized self-monitoring,

agentic behaviors,

500

then perhaps,

However,

self-promotion,

if

and

they would be just as

likely as men to attain leadership positions.
One can infer from the literature that
engaged in high self-monitoring,

if women

self-promotion,

and

utilized agentic traits in the workplace as their male

counterparts do,
becoming leaders.

then they might increase their chances of
Women would need to be more reflective
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and adjust their behaviors according to others'

social

cues by engaging in self-monitoring and by displaying
agentic traits.

Women would also need to utilize

self-promotion by being more vocal

in presenting ideas,

by

expressing their contributions to their organization more

frequently,

and by emphasizing and highlighting their

achievements.

If women engaged in high self-monitoring and

high self-promotion as well as in displaying agentic

traits,

then these behaviors may change the current

statistics,

which indicate that women are

less likely than

men to become leaders in the workplace.

Several researchers have offered many suggestions for
future research on leadership.

it was

found that high self-monitors were frequently

perceived as
1991).

leaders within work groups

(Zaccaro et al.,

It was also found that self-promotion is one of the

best practices
leaders

From the previous research

that advancing women can utilize to become

in the workplace

(Rudman,

1998).

Researchers have

suggested that future study should be conducted on the
ways

in which to interpret the observable behaviors of

high self-monitors and how the actions demonstrated by the
high self monitors

Karau,

1991).

relate to leader behaviors

In response,

(Eagly &

the current study is an attempt

to provide a greater understanding of the behaviors
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leaders utilize through the examination of
self-monitoring, self-promotion, and gender role

expectations. This study will attempt to answer the

research question: Is there a significant correlation
between high self-monitoring, high self-promotion and

agentic behaviors. For women who demonstrate leader
behaviors in the workplace?
Specifically, the study tested the following

hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: Female employees who are high

self-monitors will display more leadership
behaviors than low self-monitors.
Hypothesis 2: Female employees who are high
self-promoters will display more leadership

behaviors than low self-promoters.
Hypothesis 3: There will be an interaction between

self-promotion and self-monitoring accounting

for leadership behaviors. Specifically, the
relationship between self-promotion on

leadership behavior will be dependent on high
self-monitoring. For low self-monitors, there

will be no relationship between self-promotion.
Hypothesis 4: Female employees who possess higher

levels of agentic characteristics will

19

demonstrate a higher number of leader behaviors

than female employees with lower levels of
agentic characteristics .
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CHAPTER TWO

METHODS

Participants

Participants were 91 working women. All participants

were from a variety of occupations including government,
education, retail, service, manufacturing and other jobs.
The participants were from the following job levels

including 47.5% employees, 37.7% managers, 11.5%

supervisors, and 4.9% others. Recruitment of participants
took place primarily on the campuses of California State

University, San Bernardino and the University of
California, Riverside. Participants were students from

psychology courses, and represented a variety of majors.

Participants were also the family members, friends, and

coworkers of students. The snowball technique was the
method that students at CSUSB used for recruitment. The
snowball technique was to be employed by the students from
CSUSB who were willing to distribute leadership survey

packets out to their family members, friends, and
coworkers who were working women. The participant's

average age was 45 years old. The sample consisted of
75.4% White (Caucasian, NonHispanic), 14.8% Hispanic
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American, 6.6% Black (African American), and 1.6% Asian

American and Native American.
All participants were given a leadership packet and
asked to complete it. Students were compensated by being

given extra credit for turning in completed survey
packets. Ninety one participants were acquired for a

medium effect size at power = .80 for a = .05. The power
analysis conformed to Cohen (1992; A Power Primer). Each

female participant was required to be a full-time employee
who had at least two years of work experience, and who was

at least 18 years old. The ethical standards for the
treatment of research participants advocated by the

American Psychological Association (2001) were followed.

Procedure
The participants were given a leadership packet
containing five surveys including a demographics survey, a
Self-Monitoring Scale, an Impression Management by

Association Scale (self-promotion scale), a Personal
Attributes Questionnaire (gender role expectation scale),
and a Leader Behaviors scale. The combined surveys

consisted of 86 items. It took the participants
approximately 15-20 minutes to complete this packet.
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Materials
The leadership packet contained five tests including
a demographics survey, a Self-Monitoring Scale, an

Impression Management by Association Scale, a Personal

Attributes Questionnaire, and a Leader Behaviors scale.
The demographics survey includes a fill in the blank

questionnaire for participants to complete. This
questionnaire asked for a participant's age, ethnicity,
job tenure, job level, and type of organization in which
the participant works. The Self-Monitoring Scale developed

by Snyder (1974) was utilized to detect a participant's

level of self-monitoring. This scale has 25-items that
solicit the participant's reactions to different
situations. Participants answered true or false to each

statement to indicate whether the statement reflects their
self-monitoring behaviors. If a participant answered with
more true or mostly true answers to the statements then

this would indicate the participant is a high
self-monitor. If a participant answered with mostly false

or not usually true to the statements this would indicate
the participant is a low self-monitor. Snyder (1987)
reported internal consistency estimates of .66 and .70 for

this scale. Results from another study yielded
reliabilities for this scale (a = .71)
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(Day, Schleicher,

Unckless, & Hiller, 2002). The current study found the

reliabilities for this scale (ot = .80).
Impression Management by Association Scale (IMAS)
developed by Cialdini (1989) was used to measure

participant's self-promotion style through impression

management tactics in the workplace. The instrument
measures participant's self-promotion behaviors including
boasting, burying, blaring, and blurring. Boasting refers
to an employee who "strives to receive credit for

another's success or capitalize on his or her association
with a high performing group in an effort to secure a
strong performance appraisal or a promotion" (Cialdini,

1989, p. 49). Burying refers to an employee who behaves in

a way to avoid others who perform poorly in the workplace

(Andrews & Kacmar, 2001). Blaring refers to employees who
distance themselves publicly from those employees who
perform poorly (Andrews & Kacmar, 2001). The employee's

goal in this situation is "blaring the connections" that
one has with poor performing employees. Lastly, Blurring

refers to employees who try to enhance the perception

others have about them by associating with high performing
employees (Andrews & Kacmar, 2001). Participants answered

12 descriptive statements on a 5-point Likert-type scale
with (0) never do it,

(1) rarely do it,
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(2) occasionally

do it,

(3)

often do it,

nearly always do it.

(4)

This

scale was to be used to detect a participant's type of

self-promotion behavior that she would typically engage
in,

as well as how frequently the behavior was displayed.

The alpha reliability for the IMAS has been found to be

.86

& Kacmar,

(Andrews

reliabilities

for this

The current study found

2001).
scale

(a =

.94).

A Personal Attributes Questionnaire developed by

Spence,

Helmreich,

and Strap

was utilized to detect

(1974)

a participant's perceptions on gender role attributes,

specifically agentic and communal traits.
self-report questionnaire that includes

items that consist of characteristics

This
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survey is a

descriptive

(adjective traits).

Each participant was to choose a letter that corresponds
with her personality.

For example,

if a participant was

responding to the characteristic "aggressiveness," the

participant would choose a

letter ranging from A to E as

it corresponds to their personality.

letters A to E would be:
little aggressive,

aggressive,

A = not at all aggressive,

C = somewhat aggressive,

and E = very aggressive.

participants'

In this case,

the

B = a

D = pretty

Based on the

letter choice their personality would be

defined in terms of mostly agentic or communal traits.

PAQ has adequate internal consistency with an alpha
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The

coefficient = .85 (Burnett, Anderson, & Heppner, 1995).
The current study found reliabilities for this scale

(ot = . 80) .
Twenty descriptive statements were utilized in the

final scale in the leadership survey packet. This scale is
a general leadership behaviors scale created by the

researcher to capture a participant's leadership

behaviors. This scale is modeled after Podsakoff,
MacKenzie, Moorman, and Fetter's (1990) leadership scale

that measures both transformational and transactional
leader behaviors. The alpha reliabilities for this scale

ranged from .78 to .92. The Leader Behaviors scale
implemented in the current study utilized the six

transformational leader behaviors (Podsakoff et al.,

1990). The six components of transformational leader
behaviors includes: identifying and articulating a vision,
providing an appropriate model, fostering the acceptance

of group goals, high performance expectations, providing
individualized support, and intellectual stimulation

(Podsakoff et al.). These six components of

transformational leader behaviors were modeled after the
items on the current study's Leader Behaviors scale. For

example, the transformational leader behavior "identifying
and articulating a vision" is related to the current
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Leader Behaviors scale item "I act with purpose or with a

vision in mind when completing tasks."

Participants read each descriptive statement and
circled a number from 0 to 4 on a 5-point Likert scale
indicating (0) not at all,

(2) sometimes,

(1) once in awhile,

(3) fairly often, and (4) frequently, if

not always. These numbers represented the frequency a

participant had engaged in a leader behavior. Cronbach's
alpha for this scale was .86.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESULTS

Prior to conducting the primarily analyses,

descriptives,

and bivariate correlations were examined for

self-monitoring,
behaviors

self-promotion,

(see Table .1).

through SPSS

gender roles,

and leader

All study variables were examined

for missing values,

and violations of

univariate and multivariate normality.
that were initially collected,

three

Of the

93 cases

cases were missing

items from both self-monitoring and gender roles.
three cases were excluded.

kurtosis values

Examination of the skewness and

revealed univariate normality.

no univariate outliers.

These

There were

For the multivariate analysis,

the

outliers were identified using a Mahalonobis distance.

Using the \2

value of 16.226 to determine the

(df = 3)

cutoff for outliers,

it was determined that there were no

multivariate outliers.

was

found.

No multicollinearity or singularity

The standards of evaluation for normality are

based on Tabachnick and Fidell
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(2001) .

Table 1. Bivariate Correlation of Self-Monitoring, Gender
Roles, and Self-Promotion Variables on Leader Behavior

Independent variables

Leader
behavior

Self
monitoring

Leader behavior

—

Self-monitoring

.077

—

-.197

-.002

Gender Roles

Gender
Roles

Self
promotion

—

—

*
-.225
-.152
Self-promotion
**
-.319
^Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

The first three hypotheses were tested through a
series of hierarchical multiple regression analyses. It
was predicted by Hypothesis 1 that female employees who

were high self-monitors would demonstrate more leader
behaviors than low self-monitors in the workplace. It was

predicted by Hypothesis 2 that high self-promoters would
demonstrate more leader behaviors than low self-promoters

in the workplace. And it was predicted by Hypothesis 3
that there would be an interaction between self-monitoring
and self-promotion on leader behaviors. The predictor

variables were standardized in order to fit the scales and
to provide a common metric to be used to more easily

interpret results. An interaction term was created in
order to test the product between self-monitoring and

self-promotion. In each analysis, predictor variables were
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entered in two step’s.

In the first step,

self-monitoring

and self-promotion were entered as predictors of leader

behaviors.
added.

In the second step,

for each step are presented in

Regression results

Table 2,

the interaction term was

which indicates unstandarized and standardized

regression coefficients with standard error and t-scores.

1 was

Overall,

model

p <

for the predictors

.05,

significant,

F

(2,

= 5.741,

87)

including self-monitoring and
It was

self-promoting on leader behaviors.

found that

12%

of the variance of leader behaviors was explained, by

self-monitoring and self-promotion,
it was

p

=

=

found that only self-promotion was

-.34,

p <

p =

significant,

.117.

Moreover,

significant,

in a model that also contains

.05,

self-monitoring,

to be

Rz

F

.000,
(3,

p >

86)

Model 2 was also found

.05.

= 4.376,

p <

.05,

in a model

that contains the interaction of self-monitoring and

self-promotion.

It was also found that

1.6% of the

variance of leader behaviors was explained by the

interaction of self-monitoring and self-promotion,
AR2

=

.016.

However,

variable revealed as
whereas,

significant,

self-monitoring p = -.00,

interaction term
not

self-promotion was the only predictor

significant.

p = -.
p >

(selfmonXselfprom),
Specifically,
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33,

p <

.05,

.05 and the

p =

.13,

p >

.05,

was

greater self-promotion was

associated with greater leader behaviors among female

employees.

Hypotheses

Hypothesis 2 was
predicted,

supported by results that

as

indicated,

female employees who were high self-promoters

displayed more

Table 2.

1 and 3 were not supported.

leader behaviors.

Hierarchical Regression of Self-monitoring and

Self-Promotion Variables on Leader Behavior

t

B

SE B

.000

.069

Self-promotion

-.226

.068

-.341

*
-3.301

Step 2 Self-monitoring

-.006

.068

-.009

-.083

Self-promotion

-.218

.068

-.330

*
-3.183

.078

.062

.127

Independent variables
Step 1 Self-monitoring

selfmonXselfprom

*Significant at t (89), p < .05.
R2 = .12 for Step 1; A R2 = .02 for Step 2, n = 93;

Hypothesis

.005

.000 ‘

1.254
*p < .05

4 predicted that women with agentic traits

would be related to leader behaviors.

Hypothesis

4 was

tested by conducting a bivariate correlation presented in

Table 1.

The correlation table revealed,

r = -.20,

a

nonsignificant correlation for agentic traits as measured
by the Personal Attributes Questionnaire and leader
behavior.

One may infer that there may be a significant

correlation between agentic traits

of the

sign)

and leader behavior,
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(due to the direction

if there was a larger

sample size, with more power than was collected. This will

be discussed further in the next section. Therefore,

Hypothesis 4 was not supported. From these results it is

clear that self-promotion is the only predictor in this

study that can be associated with leader behaviors for
female employees in the workplace.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DISCUSSION

The disparity between the number of men and women who
have attained positions of leadership in the workplace is

obvious, if not shocking. Farrell (2007) reported that

only 12 women hold the position of chief executives in the
United States among the 500 largest companies.

Investigating the reasons for this disparity as well as
evaluating potential resources to diminish it was the

primary purpose of this study. The three individual
variables evaluated in the current study were
self-monitoring, self-promotion, and agentic traits. In

this study, self-monitoring was investigated because it
has been found that individuals who adjust their affective

states to social cues are to be perceived as possessing

leader behaviors (Zaccaro et al., 1991). Self-monitoring
is important to study because it relates to an employee's

ability to behave in accordance with what is s’ocially
acceptable in the workplace, and to behave according to
what is desirable as a leader. It is important to look at
the individual differences in an employee's ability to

either remain true to their feelings (as low

self-monitors) or behave as "chameleons" (as high
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self-monitors) to get ahead. In Kilduff and Day's (1994)
study it was found that "the chameleon-like high
self-monitors were more likely to get ahead than

true-to-themselves low self-monitors, to change employers,
move locations, and achieve cross-company promotions"
(p. 1047). In addition, another study revealed that
sex-related effects for self-monitoring may provide some
explanation for the disparity between men and women in

acquiring leadership positions (Ellis, 1988).

Self-promotion is the act of convincing others that
one's accomplishments are more positive than others

originally believed (Lee et al., 1999). This variable was
*
examined

in order to see if female workers, who engaged in

a greater frequency of self-promotion would demonstrate a
greater number of leader behaviors. Female employees who

engage in self-promotion showcase their abilities and
accomplishments in a greater light so that they may afford
greater recognition and consideration for leadership roles

(Schindler, 2007). Several researchers have found that job

candidates who utilize self-promotion in interviews were
perceived as more favorable than low self-promoters
(Dawson, 2006; Fuller, 2005). However, it was also found
that there are gender differences in how women utilize
self-promotion. Female employees were also revealed to
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engage in self-promotion less often than male employees,
and therefore, lose out on job opportunities .(Rudman,

1998). In the present study, the researcher examined
self-promotion to find out if women in the workplace, who

used self-promotion tactics in greater frequency

demonstrated leader behaviors.

The final variable examined was agentic traits. The
importance of agentic traits is found within the roles
women play in society. According to Eagly and Karau (2002)
women are perceived as less favorable than men in

leadership roles. These researchers explain that women are
not as favorable as men in leadership roles because women

do not behave according to masculine behavioral
stereotypes (i.e. engage in agentic traits in the
workplace) but instead possess communal traits including

friendliness and a concern for others. Eagly and Karau

also explain that because women do not conform in the
workplace to the male stereotypes, women experience
prejudice. These researchers purport that the workplace

promotes agentic traits such as aggressiveness, and
dominance, which are more desirable as leader behaviors
and which are typically more prevalent in men than in

women. This study explored agentic traits among the female
participants to see if such traits are related to the
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display of leader behaviors in women. It was the overall

purpose of this study to investigate the relationship of

these variables to the demonstration of leader behaviors
among women so that the disparity between men and women in
the workplace may be reduced.

The results indicated that Hypotheses 1, 3, and 4
were not supported. Specifically, neither self-monitoring

nor agentic traits were found to predict leader behaviors

in women. Further, there was no interaction between
self-promotion and self-monitoring in their effect on

leadership behaviors. These findings are surprising in

that they suggest that women who are high self-monitors do
not display increased leadership behaviors in the

workplace. It also suggests that women may not as readily
conform to the behaviors of their male coworkers while

they are in the workplace. Although unexpected, this

result is consistent with Eagly and Karau (2002)'s finding
that women may experience less prejudice against them for
demonstrating communal traits, rather than agentic traits,

because of its congruence with their gender role
expectations in the workplace. The current findings do not

follow the literature that suggests employees who are high
self-monitors and possess agentic traits would be more
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often associated with leader behaviors
1991;

Zaccaro et al.,

(Eagly & Karau,

1991).

One possible explanation to why the current findings
did not

follow the literature may be due to female

employees receiving negative attention from using high
self-monitoring and agentic trait behaviors.
reported that there is a

women's
2002,

p.

(than men's)

583).

"less

favorable evaluation of

agentic behavior"

Perhaps,

It has been

(Eagly & Karau,

female employees may have been

influenced by the workplace to conform to their gender

role expectations when demonstrating communal traits
as being acquiescent and the

such

follower type of employees,

who are more comfortable being dependent on the
instructions of others than they are in demonstrating

agentic traits.
Women may have also been socially conditioned so that

they feel out of place when taking on the role of leaders
in the workplace.

Moreover,

this may also imply that the

work climate may reflect a greater capacity for male

dominated behaviors
to men only.

(agentic traits)

That is to say,

perhaps,

to be gender specific

our society may not

fully accept women demonstrating leader behaviors

workplace.
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in the

Furthermore,

gender role expectations may have

discouraged women who have agentic traits.

These women may

have continually been confronted with the opinions of
others who find that agentic traits

place,

1998;

odd,

in a woman is

or even a disruption of the work day

Schindler,

2007).

are more traditional

out of
(Rudman,

for some individuals who

Perhaps,

concerning gender

in their viewpoints

role expectation women are perceived as

inferior to males

in the workplace environment like in some individuals'

home environment

and Yoder

less

(2004),

1993).

(Toussaint,

According to Ritter

role theory predicts that

"women will be

likely than men to emerge as leaders when

expectations

for the leader role are incongruent with

gender stereotypes"

(p.

187).

This

suggests that

important to recognize how our society is

how our own upbringing has

it is

constructed and

influenced our own perceptions

and attitudes as well as our responses towards female

employees and the role they play.

Lastly,

another

explanation why self-monitoring and agentic traits may
have not been supported is because the Leader Behaviors

scale was found to have been overrepresented with items
that related to self-promotion.

This means that

self-promotion had an unfair advantage over the other
independent variables which did not result in yielding
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significant results for self-monitoring and agentic
traits. These are all possible explanations concerning why

Hypotheses 1, 3, and 4 were not supported in the current
study.

Results did support Hypothesis 2. Self-promotion was

found to predict leader behaviors among women. This

finding is meaningful because it can be used to support
the idea that self-promotion is helpful to female

employees who desire career advancement into leadership

positions. As to why self-promotion appears to have
succeeded when self-monitoring and agentic traits have
failed, perhaps is because of the fact that self-promotion

does not appear to directly come into conflict with the
gender role expectations of women (Schindler, 2007). Women
can still remain ostensibly congruent to their gender

roles while boasting, burying, blaring, and blurring,

while at the same time subtly advancing into a position of

leadership, where they would then most likely display

leader behaviors. Another explanation is that "the answer

lies in the kind of pressure toward cognitive
consistency...or balance theory. . . [when] persons often

strive to perceive positively associated things as similar
to maintain cognitive harmony" (Cialdini & Richardson,
1990, p. 407). This means that if female employees more
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often engage in boasting in the workplace, about having a
positive connection with a favorable employee such as the
CEO or top executives in the company, then these female

employees may also be perceived as having a high regard
due to their association with the favorable employee. This

is to say, because the female employee mentions their

association with a favorable employee, in an interaction
with another coworker, this would cause their coworker to
"experience balance-type pressures to view the [female
employee] favorably as well" (Cialdini & Richardson, 1990,

p. 407). Female employees in this case may be more likely

to engage in leader behaviors because they have been
positively regarded in. the past through participating in
networking. This may further suggest how female employees
remain consistent with their gender role expectations by

being perceived to follow their communal traits. A female

employee may show her concern for her coworker's
work-related problem by revealing information to this

coworker that she knows a manager that may be able to

resolve the coworker's problem. On the other hand, female
employees may also disassociate with coworkers who are
poor performers. In this case, female employees would
separate themselves from the poor performing coworkers so
as not to be connected with someone who may potentially be
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fired.

Furthermore,

male employees may also use

self-promotion to remain consistent with their gender role
expectations by being perceived to follow their agentic
traits.

A male employee may dominate work-related

conversations by informing his
successes with clients.

coworkers about his recent

In this case,

his

coworkers may

flock to him to be associated with his accomplishments.
Successful male employees may then be recommended or

considered more readily as
leadership positions.
circumstances,

likely candidates for

Given both gender role

one may generalize the two situations.

female employee may be perceived as a potential

that is more resourceful and caring,

more independent and aggressive.

It

The

leader

whereas the male

employee may be perceived as a potential leader that

genders,

“

seems that,

is

for both

self-promotion would help increase their chances

to become a leader in the workplace;

however,

each gender

may be perceived differently by their subordinates due to

their own gender role expectations.

This
shows that

finding relates to the current study because it

female employees may use self-promotion to

demonstrate leader behaviors
addition,

employees,

it shows that

may utilize

in the workplace.

female employees,

In

like male

self-promotion as their own
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behavioral trait to either associate or disassociate with

other employees to gain favor with their coworkers.
Perhaps, female employees who use self-promotion will be
perceived as more well-liked and respected in the office.

This finding may also suggest that female employees who
use self-promotion are able to gain social capital in the

workplace like men do to improve their likelihood to

acquire leadership positions.
Another possible explanation why self-promotion has

been shown to be significant (and neither self-monitoring
nor agentic traits) is due to the Leader Behaviors scale.
The Leader Behaviors scale was found to have 58.3% of its

items to positively correspond to self-promotion. For
example, "I have been praised/rewarded for my

collaboration with others" could be interpreted as a form
of soliciting self-promotion. It could have been the case

that participants may have answered the items in the
Leader Behavior scale in this frame of mind. Although this
was not the intention of the Leader Behaviors scale it

could be inferred in this way for the participants. In

addition, different results may have been rendered if the
Leader Behavior scale was not so closely related to
self-promotion especially among various employees' levels

including managers, employees, supervisors, and others.
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Perhaps,

self-monitoring or agentic traits would have been

found to have significance

had more items that

if the Leader Behaviors

scale

reflected other leader behaviors that

associated with high self-monitoring and agentic traits.

a final explanation to why female

Furthermore,

employees may utilize

self-promotion as it relates to

is because our society has

leader behaviors

shifted to

support a woman's education and more opportunities to be
empowered as well as to more often speak up for themselves

and express their opinions and ideas in the workplace and
within the home

(Panteli &

Pen,

2010).

Although women may

not have become high self-monitors or possess agentic

traits women are working on learning to inform others
about their accomplishments and accept recognition for it

(Schindler,

2007).

More and more women are relying less on

job performance and organizational commitment for

advancement

(Singh et al.,

2004)

and instead work hard and

show how valuable they are to the company through
self-promotion to demonstrate their leader behaviors to
receive job promotions

While

(Rein,

2009;

Rudman,

interesting and informative,

1998).

the current study

is limited in its applicability to working women in

professional organizations.
is a small

sample

size.

One limitation of this

Certain relationships,
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study

especially

between agentic traits and leader behaviors as predicted

by Hypothesis 4 may have been supported if there was a

greater sample size, with more power. The relationship was

modest, and in the positive direction. Another limitation

to this study is that all the data were collected by
participants who provided self-reports for every scale.

This was problematic for the current study because
participants could have easily reported the best possible
answers that sounded the most pleasing to the researcher.
Although the participants were anonymous, much richer data
could have been collected by using another means of

collection. In addition, the Leader Behaviors scale could
have been more clearly represented to reflect myriad

leader behaviors instead of being possibly perceived as
most often capturing self-promotion behaviors. Perhaps,

future research could gather data on self-monitoring,
self-promotion, and agentic traits by using a fuller range
of leader behaviors in a scale as well as including an

observational method or utilizing job performance

evaluations. These alternative data collecting methods may
produce more authentic real-world data that reveals how

female employees are perceived for their behavioral traits
in the workplace. In addition, another limitation to this

study is that the majority of the participants represented
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mostly worked in the field of education (78.7%), whereas
the next closest represented occupation was service jobs

(9.8%). Perhaps the hypotheses were not as strongly
supported due to workers representing a single industry.
It is possible that educators may not need to engage in
self-monitoring or display agentic traits as much as other

occupations do. In the field of education there are
different levels of leadership advancement. This is to

say, participants who are teachers may not feel the need

to possess agentic traits when they are instructing
students. Furthermore, in the education environment it may
be more beneficial to demonstrate communal traits in order

to be in alignment with the educational system's mission
statement of helping and providing students with proper

education. Self-promotion may also have been used for

educators to showcase their accomplishments (i.e.
classroom test scores) to avoid losing their jobs

especially during the current economic recession and state
budget cuts to the field of education. If participants

were from a different work context such as. in the fields
of business related to insurance, marketing, finance, then

perhaps, results would have been more consistent with
expectations.
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The present study did not specifically examine female

employees who were in leadership positions. Nevertheless,
this study served to create an awareness of how female
employees may be able to engage in behaviors such as high

self-monitoring, self-promotion and agentic traits to

demonstrate leader behaviors. The study did acquire

participants who were at the following job levels: 47.5%
employees, 37.7% managers, 11.5% supervisors, and 4.9%

others. A future follow up study could be conducted
primarily on female employees who are currently employed
as leaders; specifically top executives and managers, as
well as CEOs, to examine the significance of high

self-monitoring, self-promotion, and agentic traits. This

study may then provide evidence of how female employees
who are already in leadership positions may demonstrate

self-monitoring, self-promotion, and agentic traits to
advance. Results from this study could then be utilized to

help develop training programs for female employees to

improve their leader behaviors in order to follow this
path. In addition, women may look to other women who are
top executives and managers, as well as CEOs, as mentors
for guidance on attaining leadership positions. Perhaps, a

female employee networking system could also be

established to assist more female employees to climb the
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ladder to reach leadership positions when there

is

support

and assistance at the top.
There are

several future

studies worth considering.

A

future research study that would be insightful and

interesting is how the current
role expectations

societal trends for gender

has helped and hindered women in the

workplace to demonstrate both leader behaviors and acquire
leader positions.

Some variables that would be interesting

to study are female employee's
organizational

commitment,

gender role expectations

job satisfaction,

and tenure to find out if

lead to an increase or a decrease

in female employees getting leader positions.

In addition,

another future research study could be conducted on how
the education of women in other countries

United States)

(besides the

relates to female employees demonstrating

leader behaviors

in the workplace.

This

study would be

interesting to conduct because the researcher could take
into consideration how female employees worldwide may be

perceived in relation to their gender role expectations
according to their countries norms and values of education

for women which may results in leadership roles at work.

Lastly,

researchers may conduct a future research study on

employees who demonstrate androgynous behavior
characteristics as it relates to leader behaviors.
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The

researcher could look at how female employees have stepped
out of their gender role expectations to take on a more

masculine/feminine behavioral traits such as a female

employee who is caring to her team members but also very
aggressive when competing for clients in the workplace.
The mix of both male and female gender role traits would

be interesting to study to see what type of leader would
emerge and how this individual is perceived by her
teammates.
Conclusion

The current study revealed that self-promotion is
associated with leader behaviors that are likely to assist

female employees obtain leadership positions in the
workplace. Self-promotion may be utilized by women to gain
recognition for their work effort on assignments and
projects. In addition, self-promotion is an effective

method to enhance an employee's marketability through

social interaction. For example, female employees who
engage in self-promotion to communicate their work-related
accomplishments during board meetings or through daily

interactions with their coworkers create a greater sense
of awareness about how their work performance contributes
to their value in the workplace. Female employees who
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engage in self-promotion may also gain recognition and the
interest of potential mentors which may then lead to

possible networking and job opportunities that may not

have been presented to women before. Additionally, female
employees who inform their coworkers about how they
possess the necessary leadership skills and abilities like

their male coworkers do may also increase the likelihood
to pave the way for themselves and other women to become

leaders. Although this study has found support for
self-promotion related to leader behaviors for female

employees in the workplace, additional work remains to
further understand the influencing processes that promote

leader behaviors (Eagly & Karau, 2002; Flynn & Ames, 2006;

Ritter & Yoder, 2004). Hopefully, with the finding that
self-promotion is related to leader behaviors, and with

additional future research, the disparity between men and
women in leadership positions will significantly diminish.
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APPENDIX A

DEMOGRAPHICS SURVEY
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Demographics Information
Please provide the following information. These questions will help me describe the population of people
who participated In this study. All Information Is anonymous.
Thank you for your participation.

1. Age:

■ -

I

. - •-

... Z~I

2. Ethnicity;

□

[

3-

| fe. Black (African-American)
Hispanic- American

[""I d- Malice American
|~~| c. White (Cduonsmn, won-Hispanic)

|

| f. Olhf

3. Please indicate the length of time you have worked in your present
organization (or the organization you are referencing in your answers):
Years
I
~~l
Months

I

,

]

4. Please select the job level which best represents the level of your current
job:
[~~| a, Employee

□
□
|

b. Supervisor
c.. Manngcr

[ d. other

5. Please Indicate the type of organization In which you work (pick the type
that best describes your organization):

□

j

a, Manufacturing

[ b. Service

| ] c.

Government

d. Actati

□ «, EcTucatiDn
|

| f. Other
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SELF-MONITORING SCALE
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Instructions: ‘the statements1 below concern ymir personal reactions to a number of different situations.
Na two statements are exactly alike, so consider each statement carefully before answering ir a
statement Is TRUE or MOSTLY TRUE as applied to you please choose true, If a statement is FALSE or
NOT USUALLY TRUE as applied to you please choose false,

1.1 find it hard to imitate the behavior of other people.

OT™
(2) Panse

2. My behavior is usually an expression of my true inner feelings, attitudes,
and beliefs.

OTrue
( J False

3. At parties and social gatherings, I do not attempt to do or say things that
others will like.

Q TrxJc
^25 Folse

4.1 can only argue for Ideas which I already believe.

OT(^
False

5.1 can make impromptu speeches even on topics about which I have
almost no information.
Q True

OF,a,s’
6, I put on a show to Impress or entertain people.

O T'uo
O FdJte

7. When I am uncertain how to act in a social situation, I look to the
behavior of others for cues.

OTnrn
Q

Fialstj
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8. I would probably make a good actor.

OTruc
9.1 rarely seek the advice of my friends to choose movies, hooks, or music.

O
O Fai?s
10.1 som etimes appear to others to be experiencing deeper emotions than
X actually am.

OT™
O f?iJ5C!'
11.1 laugh more when 1 watch a comedy with others than when alone.

OTry*
Q'F^se

12. In groups of people, I am rarely the center of attention.

Orrde
(2) Fajsc.

13. In different situations and with different people, I often act like very
different persons.

OTrue
O1 FsiRfl
14.1 am not particular? good at making other people like me.

O wut!
O False
IS. Even if I am not enjoying myself, I often pretend to be having a good
time.
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l/l
0
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X
fij
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E
»
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w
X
•2
us
■p
c
ra
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1

0
GJ
*J

<v
01
in
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cr
a
a
s

c

»
S

O
*5
T3

e

rs
E
ra
D.

E

o
y

E
•n

F alse

m
m

24.1 can look anyone in the eye and tell a He with a straight face (if for a
right end).
True

(2)Fa|^

25. X may deceive people by being friendly when I really dislike them.

OTri’■

Orfllae
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4. When my peers has a major problem, with his or her work, X try to
disassociate from him or her so that others will riot think I am involved.
Never do it

[

[ Rarely do it

□ Orcaslcnally do it

□ Often do It
|

j Nearly always da It

5. When my boss discusses a problem with me brought on by a
troublemaker, I make sure he or she knows 1 am nothing like the
troublemaker.
F”] Nevar do ll
|

| Rarely da It

□ Occasionally da H
|

| Often do it

□ Nnady always-da it

6. X just smile and nod If ever complimented at work for which another
group Is responsible.
|

| N«u«r co It

Q HditSy do it
□ Cccastcnally do il
|

| Ctten dD It

□ Neady always do it

7. X let others know about my friendships with superiors In my organization.
i—i
|__ | Ne^erdo it

|

,| Safety de It

|

] Occasionally do U

|

j Nearly always doit
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8.1 try to disconnect myself from unproductive employees in the office,
even though some of them are my friends.
□ KCvtT do It
|

] R.arW do It

□ 0 teas (oral 1/ do It
□ often do it
r~] Nearly alwaysdcit

9. When someone else docs a poor job, I let others know I maintain a
higher level of performance.
|~J Mavar do tt
|__ 1 Rati1!/ do It

|

| Dcrasfonallv do it

|

| orten do It

[

| N<6»riv' always do it

10. When others ask me about my relationships with a successful person in
the organization, I do not let on that we barely know each other.
□ Never do it

|

| Koroly dg It

[

| OCtaftonally dolt

□ Often do it
| ' ] Nearly always do tl

11.1 bring up past experiences with well-known previous employees to
make others aware of my competence.
[

| Ngvcr do it

QI Rarely do It
|^J Occasionally da It
|

] Often do it

□ iNisariy Btwn/s do it
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12. When a peer develops a negative reputation, I try to disassociate from
him or her.
□ Never 4o it
□ Rarely do it
□ Occasionally da it
□ aftan co it
[ ~j Nearly Slvyays- de h
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PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES QUESTIONNAIRE
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Qiiestlb^ij

■ Personal

Pfease rEarf the instructions below. All the InstructiDns are.the same for each items Including only one
characteristic. Be careful for Items that have two characteristics the Instructions are different for these
Items.

1. Instructions: The Items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all if you have no artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
hot st ah
aqgreslvc

A3grc55.bc

Ver? aggressive

o

o

o

2. Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at ail If you have no artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
Ngt.st all
indcpenjijnt

.] fsifeafijidtrtee

O'

i»dep«tidenL

o

o

o

o

3. Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all if you have no artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
Kot st all

Vety

emotional

Emotional

o

o

o

o

o

4. Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each Item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. In this case are you a person
who is more submissive or dominant? Please indicate on the scale if you are
more submissive or more dominant.
Very submUSive
Submisslsve/Dcrnlnant

Very (tcxfiln^rA

o

o

63

o

5. Instructions; The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all if you have no artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
Nut at alt Excitable

Ve?y ex tl table tn a

inajut crisis

o

o

,:£xdtable:in a major
cna;

Q.

o

6. Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics; with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. In this case are you a person
who is more passive or active? Please Indicate on the scale if you are more
passive or more active.
Very passive

o

Vary active

o

o

o

o

7. Instructions: The Items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all if you have no artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
Not st al
* able (o
devote self

Abla to do vote salt
comokUly lc
atficrs

completely to
Ucvoted to self/to
others

o

o

o

o

o

8, Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. In this case are you a person
who Is more rough or gentle? Please Indication the scale If you are more
rough or more gentle.

kouflh/GintlB'

Very rough

'0

\0.

0
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0

Very gentle

0

9. Instructions; The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all if you have no artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
Very helpful tn
ethers

Hut at nil helpful tc

o

eUiert

Helpful La filters

o

o

o

o

10. Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each Item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all if you have no artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
Kot at dll
competitive

Cum put Its mb ’

o

O

Q

a

Very Kwretithre

o

11. Instructions: The items below Inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. In this case are you a person
who is more home oriented or worldly? Please indicate on the scale if you
are more home oriented or more world lyv«?ry home
oriented
Horne arlented/7rt drily

O

Very varWIy

O

O

O

o.

12. Instructions: The Items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each Item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all if you have no artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
Not nt All kind

O''

V«ry kJnd

O

O

65

O

O

13. Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are- Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all if you have no artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
io
others approval

O '

Need' for appmral 6F
OWcrs

Hiffhly newlful itf

0 ’. O'

'.

0‘

■■O’

”

14. Instructions: The items below Inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics; with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all If you have no artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
Fillings nr4 cflsH/
iwi
o

easily hifrL

Feelings easily

Ox" . - O

hbrt

O""

O'

15. Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all If you have no artistic
ability, so mewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
Wry aware
re-eHnQis or ostwn?

Not at all aware of
feeffngs. or others

or oili®rsi. '

- -

/ Q

O

O''

■ O

16. Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that bast describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all if you have no artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability^ or very high artistic ability.
Cairyrnako
<ea$Hy
MaLlrig ^edsioris .

o

■

66

Hm difficulty
making decisions
' o
,

17. Instructions: The items below Inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all if you have no artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
Give5 up .Esr>'
caslSy

PenisMM

Q

lip

wstly

t

O

.0

/O

;O'

18. Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all If you have no artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
Cries very easily

Never cries

c,i^r

O

0.0.

o

o

19. Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all If you have ho artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
Not'at all self.
cpnflfj^nt
'S4lf-C«rnffilttnce

o

Very self-c on Tirt enf

o

Q

Q

o

20. Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. In this case are you a person
who feels more inferior or superior? Please indicate on the scale if you feel
more Inferior or more superior.
Feels very Inferior

We?lor/5uperf<ir

o

Feels superior

o

o
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O.

o

21. Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. For example, for the
characteristic artistic you would choose Not at all if you have no artistic
ability, somewhat artistic ability, fair amount artistic ability, pretty good
artistic ability, or very high artistic ability.
V«ty
understanding of

iw at air

■ understanding of

others.

others
urKWrstandhjn or
iilStfir-i

o

o

o

o

o

22. Instructions: The Items below Inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. In this case are you a person
who is more cold or warm? Please indicate on the scale if you are a person
who is more cold or more warm.

Odd/Warm

estate ra
O

vtrv wifffi In

1

yerycora in
relations with

‘

o

o

.

0

relctliPns wih
cthSTS
. o

23. Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. In this case are you a person
who feels very little time for security or very strong need for security?
Please indicate on the scale if you are a person who feels very little time for
security or a very strong need for security.
Very little tine for

■o

Very it'Ciig need

SCKIZTIt/

O'

o

o.

24. Instructions: The items below inquire about what kind of person you
think you are. Each item consists of characteristics, with answers. You are
to choose the answer that best describes you. In this case are you a person
who feels you go to pieces under pressure or stands up welt under
pressure? Please indicate on the scale if you are a person who feels you go
to pieces under pressure or stands up well under pressure.
Goos to pinrej
under pressure

Pressure

Q

Elands up well
under pressure

Q

0
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Q

O
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Instructions: Twenty descriptive statements are listed below. Indicate how frequently each statement
fits you. Please answer all items on this answer sheet by marking the answer that most likely describes,
you.

1.1 am often referred to as the leader In a small group.
□ Kat et oh

[

| Once in awhile

□ Sometimes

|

| Fairly often

□

Frequently, If not always

2. X enjoy initiating structure to complete tasks.
|

] Not at all

|

| ©ri4<3 In a rrlilfo

Scmetimei

[*"1

□ Fairty often

□ FnS^uenllyt if not always

3. X make decisions with respect to Its future Impllcations/outcomes.
[

| Hol at »l|

n

□

in a while
ScmeUhies

□ Fairly c'tcn
□ Frea-jerdy. if not always

4.1 act with purpose or with a vision in mind when completing tasks.
|

| Not st ell

□ Once In 4 wfihe

|

] SWSlitn43

|

| Farrjy artcn

□ FreO'JdJltly., jr not always

5. X inspire confidence in others.
|

j

Hat Bt all

□ Once in a while

□
□

SOni'Ctlmcs

|~~~j Fairly often
Frequently, If rat always

6.1 am good at motivating others.
|

| riot at all

|

| Once In

|

| Sarnatimcs

a wl.ile

□ flirty Often

□

Frequently, if cat always

7.1 believe in treating others with respect and equality.
|

j HOt Bi <311

[22] Cnct! In a While
□ Sontedrites

|

| Fairly often

1222] Frequently, if not always

8.1 know when to be assertative at the appropriate time.
f~j HOt 01 All
□ Onoe tn a while

|

| Sometimes

□ Fsirty efton

□

Frequently, if'not always

9.1 have been praised/rewarded for my collaboration with others.
|

| Hot nt all

□ Cn.ce In a while
|

| Sometimes

[

] Fairly ufteii

□ FrcRuenlly, If not always
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10.1 am often chosen to act as a mediator when my coworkers are In
conflict with each other.
□ n* al aM
|

j Once in a while

□ Sometimes

|

) Fairly aflen

□ fretfiucWy. if rut always

11.1 feel comfortable delegating tasks to others.
|0| Not el -all
□ Once in a while

□ Sometimes
I

| Fairly often

|

I Froqncintlyf If net always

12.1 enjoy being a problem-solver.
| | mql <h an
[ Once In * whits

□ Sonnttlmes
|

| F»1r!y piW
*

F | hcqvEntlyr if iiotfllwoya

13.1 am described by others as having ’’grace under pressure."
□ Nnf nt all

□ Ones In d Alule
|

| Homatlmcs

|~~| Fdirty often

|

| Frequently, if not always

72

14.1 can be persuasive in arguments.
|

| Not at nil

n

Once ift a white,

I Svmeliines

□ Fairly often
□ Frequently, If not always

15.1 am easily able to provide new insights and Ideas to contribute to a
project/task.
[

| Not st all

|

I Once in a while

□ Sometimes
□ Fairly aften
□ Frequently,, lir net always

16.1 like to engage in setting goals or action plans.
□ Wot at ail
Once in S while

|

| Sarr.Etfmas

□ Fairly art fin

□ frequanUy. if hot slways

17.1 believe that I serve as a role model to my coworkers.
□ hat at nb

□ onc^ Hi * while
|

| Saraetlrrw

|

| Fairly Often

□

Frequently, if rat always
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18.1 am empathetic to others.
|.. | Kai et ell

□ Ones In a whilst
|

15anietlrr.cs

□ Fairly ortan
□ Frequently. If r.al always

19.1 am often asked by my coworker to be the spokeperson of the group.
|

| Nat at all

n Once In a while
|

| SdmetJmes

[

| Fairly often
FrcquEsjliy, IF net always

2D. I have a good rapport with my superiors.
[‘‘‘“I Not at ah

[~~| once in * while
|*~1
j-

Sometimes
| Fairly often

□ Frequently, If eat always

74
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